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When you work in health care, you can become
desensitized to the horrors of illness while developing
a raging paranoia about diseases. Every health care
professional goes through this: indigestion has to be
an ulcer, a headache either marks the onset of a stroke
or the first symptoms of a brain tumor, and everyone's
had palpitations that mimicked a wide variety of heart
arrhythmias. We all do this and we all laugh at it, but
its not really laughter and its not really funny Its
whistling through the graveyard. We empathize with
the patients by learning to put ourselves in their position, but no one, no one wants to really visualize that.
I had a head nurse who once told me that the
absolute worst day I could have in this hospital was
better than the best day any of these patients could
have. I didn't know it at the time, but I was about to
learn the wisdom of that statement in a most up-close
and personal manner.
November 1998. The storm clouds had begun to
gather on the horizon. I'm not sure exactly how or
when I discovered it, but I found it - an abnormality
shall we say - in my testicles. It was a little like that
Sesame Street song: "which of these is not like the
other." I was also about to learn just how important a
sense of humor can be.
Of course, the first reaction is denial, despite
the fact that you know better, that you're at least
supposed to know better. And by denial, I don't just
mean tossing the thought out of your head, I mean

you don't even let the thought into your head. How
many times do we tell patients about the importance
of early detection and follow-up? How easily the
words come when you have the luxury of detachment. Facing down the denial is a hard moment in
the treatment of disease because that means you now
have to stare into its eyes.
That denial lasted about two weeks, which
meant two weeks of caring for sick people while
wondering if I was about to become cared-for. It was
time to call the doctor. For better or worse, it was
time to settle this.
I will never - never - forget that crisp December
afternoon. I had already spent the morning with my
head ringing - discordant voices trying to shout
down the other - "It'sgonnabeokayI'mgonnadiewillyoujustwaittoseewhatthedoctorsaysohmygoditshappeningtomewillyoujustshutupjustshutup" - all this
yelling and arm-waving while I paced from room to
room, glaring at the clock when I wasn't lying down
listening to my heart beat, wondering if maybe my
body was tricking itself into destroying itself.
The drive to the doctor's office was much, much
too short and even the best rock-n-roll the radio
could offer could do nothing to lift the darkness I felt
gathering over me C. .. willyoujustwaittoseewhatthedoctorsaysohmygod ...). The fifteen minutes or so that I
spent in the waiting room convinced me once and for
all that time truly is relative to the event. Sitting in the
exam room and waiting for the doctor defied description C. .. shutupjustshutup ...).
The doctor walked in - he looked way too serious for my frame of mind - and we exchanged a firm
but brief handshake. No small talk this visit. He sat
on that little wheeled exam stool while I dropped'em.
Ten second examination, then he pushed back slightly, looked up at me and said, "Which urologist do you
Continued on page 3
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The Wrong Side of The Bed

"I remember a very
strange calm coming

,.
over me as I got the
.J

results. It wasn't a
resignation or hopelessness; it was more like:
settle down and take a
deep breath, Dean."

••

want to see?" The coldest, most awful dread I have
that understanding with my own patients, hoping that
ever known seemed to seep through the pores of my
I had been but suddenly not quite so certain, no
skin, drag through my lungs to wrap itself around my
longer so cocksure of myself. It'sjust different here,
heart. The voices had fallen silent.
from the wrong side of the bed. But those RN's, the
If the wait in that doctor's office seemed impossitechs, everyone involved in that same-day procedure,
bly long, then the twenty-four hours between that Visit people I had never met and would probably never see
and the ultrasound, followed by the urologist's consult, again, made what should have been a horror show
was a lifetime. I know that sounds trite, but you can
into something I could handle, even as I walked into
die a lot in twenty-four hours. This is how they feel, I
the OR.
told myself, this is how every patient feels when they
That little snip-n-stitch gave me a nice limp for
know - they know - it's going to be worst case. They
the rest of December - do you have any idea of how
hope and pray just like I was hoping and praying, but
difficult it is not to drive for a week? But the tumor
that sick feeling deep in your gut already knows.
- yes, it was cancer - was gone, and all I needed
Ultrasound, another interminable wait in the urolnow was a follow-up CT scan to make sure everyogist'soffice, and then if was show time. And if my prithing was okay The blood tests showed that there
mary doctor looked serious when he entered the exam
were no tumor markers, but that, I learned, doesn't
room, tHen the urologist looked downright grim. I
mean much.
know these guys have great poker faces, but when you
Because the CT scan revealed what nobody was
work around them for a while you can see through the '~prepared for, not my docs, my folks, my friends, my
impassive expressions. I knew this was not going to be . ..> girl, and least of all the guy in the spotlight. The cangood news, even before he shook my hand.
cer had metastasized - through the spermatic cord, to
If it looks like cancer, feels like cancer, then
the retroperitoneal lymph nodes, to the right lung.
chances are. . .
Merry Christmas.
He wouldn't know for certain until he surgically
I remember a very strange calm coming over me
removed the "mass," and how innocuous that term
as I got the results. It wasn't a resignation or hopelesssounds. Of course, removing the mass meant removness; it was more like: settle down and take a deep
ing the testicle, and I sort of went numb at that point.
breath, Dean. This is not the time to panic; it's the
I don't remember much of his explanation about the
time to think and act because this little bastard is tryplan - suddenly I was every patient I'd ever attended,
ing to kill you.
and the cold veneer of professionalism means nothing
I had the opportunity to meet another of our
when the doctor's talking to you. This was every
hospital's doctors, this time an oncologist. I found
health care worker's deepest nightmare come true myself wondering if he saw the same fear in my eyes
the monster was no longer lurking in the shadows.
that I'd seen in so many patients: the fear of not
He summed up with scheduling the procedure
knowing, the fear of knowing. He explained the
and asked if I had any questions. I looked up at him;
chemotherapy, that it would involve three treatments
what was there to question? This was what it was all
over a nine-week period - one treatment being six to
about. I'd read all those books on positive outlooks
seven hours a day, five days a week. I listened to this
and faith in healing. Anyone can read a book - can
thinking - this is not real. This is not really happening
you live that way when it really counts?
to me, Cancer had always been someone else's nightHow in the name of God do you tell your parents mare. He explained the anti-nausea medications that
something like this? Or your friends, or your girl. And were available while I.felt like throwing up, explained
what about Magnolia? My girl's lack of any real reachow the treatments would progress as my mind spun.
tion confirmed just how serious this might be. She's a
I took a deep breath when he finished. It's funny
good RN and a great mom, and that combination
how the little things can affect you the most. I asked
requires guts that don't allow for public displays of
him how much hair I could expect to lose and he simgrief or fear. She must have known the very last thing
ply said: "All of it."
I needed was for her to fall apart. My parents' held up
Lose my hair? My hair? The golden locks of
remarkably well; my sister didn't. My best friend - the
thick, curly hair that hung below my shoulders were
best friend a man could ask for - was simply at a loss
as much a trademark as my notebooks; in fact, people
for words. I'd rather not think what might have been
identified me as the guy with the hair and the notegoing through the minds of those good people when I books. I asked him what would happen if I did nothwasn't around.
ing. He told me I would become symptomatic within
I took a ride that night, my fingers tightening on
six months and could be dead in a year. To which I
the steering wheel as Guns-N-Roses version of
replied, half-seriously, that a guy could pack a lot of
"Knocking on Heaven's Door" came over the airwaves.
living into a year.
When I got home, "Seasons in the Sun" was playing
Chemotherapy is... very hard to describe. It's
on the weather band channel. Even my favorite band
almost as if you slowly begin to inhabit another body
in the whole world, an English group named
- a body that doesn't function very well. Everything
Marillion, was of no help at all when I came across the smells and tastes just a little different, which is not to
lyric "(we're terminal cases that keep taking medisay things smell or taste better. My appetite didn't realcine/pretending the end isn't quite that near!'
ly suffer, in fact, I ate like I've never eaten in my life.
Switchblade associations - the cut is so quick you
Maybe it was the steroids; I don't know. I was cold
don't feel any pain; you just look down and there's a
and exhausted most of the time; the exhaustion makes
puddle of blood at your feet.
you inactive, which in turn makes you want to curl
The surgery went very smoothly; those people at
up in bed, and so on. In nine miserable weeks I
ASU deserve a pat on the back for their professionalbecame something I'd never thought I'd become: bald
ism and compassion. I got to wondering if I'd been
and fat. And tired.
Continued on page 4
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Continued from page 3

The hair came out just as predicted, a few slim
Well, the morning of the surgery I was every
clumps at first, then more, then a lot more, A quick
patient I'd ever wheeled to the OR. Was it harder for
date with an electric razor and suddenly I looked
me because 1 knew what lie ahead, or did that
very njneties. This isn't insult to inj,pTX'., . deeenknowledge help me' I haven't decided yet.
cy to ,the insult..
.
/ 't:' "
I remember being prepped in the holding area, .c
I ve worked with cardiac patients eyer;smce I'd
looking about at the other patients lined up around
become a tech, so I had absolutely no '~erience will;}
me, and that was when the first real wave of panic
this sort of thing. Sometimesfhats good'1:tn<;1
sometimes it's not so good. But.thats why I owethernurshit me.,.Fortunately, it didn't last very long, because
,
this is wllere the movie ends. One moment I'm
es at our hospital's Cancer Center my eternal grati-•.
tude. Write their names in the stars. The pretty
""'% being shaved, the next I'm being wheeled onto the
phrases won't cut it this time. You have to see these
"el~Vetorfrom the reC6\l~ky,!00m. I felt, even in tlJ"at
professionals in action to truly appreciate what
weirdp~st-anesthesia state, tne::J1tterhelplessness"
they're about; I hope you never have to, but if you
every surgical patient fee~s.The abS"ciluteloss QC~Oltdo, you will be in/the most dedicated and compastrol. The panic that r~~!sup~h;n you realize you'
sionate hands in medicine. Theirsimple presence is
are suddenly dependent orr:someone fOLStyerythirig."
reassuring and stice again I fO,1,1nsI.myselthoping:rd~· I appreciate the RN'~wpo beat4I1at.rle50n into my
been just half this good with my~own patie.ms.
head during my early ~ays as a tech: fewlhings arej
Every nightmare eventu~lly ends and I rel]lc:ln;
as fnghtenmg as that sense of.vulnerability \
ber the hugs and handshakes as my final day of
. My memori€s"0f'the five-day stay.on'.6~\~re just
treatment came to a close. I walked out of the cancer a bit, shall we say, cloudy, Morphine does a'pretty;
center physically and emotionally drained, but I'd
good job of whiting-out the details, even the qlg \
learned something about limits, about exceeding
ones. But the news was good: nothing but scar Jis- ' ,
them. I was the patient who was walking out that
sue, the monster was dead. And the staff on 60 was
front door .now, a little weaker and a little stronger, a every bit as good as that news. I know that sounds a
little wiser' and a lot less scared. This was something
little strong, but those good people fixed me and
else I could someday take back to my patients - this
guided me toward my recovery I wish I rememalmost giddy feeling of having gotten through it,
bered more, but by the time my head cleared I was,
having faced it down and beaten it.
getting my discharge papers and heading out to
Uh-oh. Not so fast. Because while the follow-up
reclaim my life.
CT scans' showed that the cancer was gone, there
Almost. A day and a half after discharge I was
was still something rather odd about the retroperireadmitted with what turned out to be a partial
toneal lymph node chain - just looked a bit larger
ileus, and this was perhaps the lowest point in th~l;.
than they; should. It could be scar tissue - the optiwhole rotten journey I limped into the ER a gau,ut,
mist in me was still willing to place bets - and it
dehydrated wreck, dead white except for the bliick
could be something else.
rings around my eyes - the living dead in sear:~hof
Backho the wrong side of the bed, buddy It
an angel, and if angels walk the earth, you'll Hh,d
ain't over 'til it's over.
them working in the emergency room. But it'w~s
I delayed the surgery for a few months - hey, it
back upstairs, back to the wrong side of th,eJJedi,
was summertime and I wanted my life back - cajolJust one more time.
,
4
ing my docs into watching it through monthly CT
My week on 4C was as close to pleasant as a
scans. And it was shrinking: a millimeter here, a
hospital stay can be; the staff made me proud fo be
millimeter there. Not enough to really convince anyin the same profession. I found myself seeing i~
one, at least not anyone who knew better. When the
them what I w~nted m~ patients to se/ in me --land
last CT scan revealed that it was no longer shrinkthere It IS. Thats what I ve been trymg for sincefl
ing, I folded. I\bonestly think I was dreading this
began this little expose. From the plople in th~ urolsurgery more than the chemo. It was, after all, not
ogist's office to the staff at ASU to t~e oncologist1
going to be another snip-n-stitch out-patient proceoffice to the Cancer Center to the}:)R to 6C td';fe
dure. This was closer to disembowelment. This
emergency room to 4C - all those beautiful fleomle
chain of lymph nodes was located by the kidneys,
who touched my life and mad/this nightmare \
just about the worstspot for .a surgeon to reach. I
endurable showed me how I )Y'an,fedmYsi(atients\o
didn't need much coaching for this one; I knew
see me.
",
what I was getting intoxfrorn the Go-Lytely to the
I had found it curi~s, over the/past year or so,
NG tube to yet another ungodly scar.
that I hadn't written s.9ruch as one word aboutlhis,J
There was another asp,ect to this surgery Up
ordeal. Living throug1}It was en<}ugh,I guess; the !
until now I'd been dealing with strangers of whom
cancer had taken eti0ugh from J.Ueand I didn't *ant
I'd grown fond: the good people at ASU, God's
to give anything e.l~t But I thirtlt this essay give£ me '
hands in our cancer center, docs I hadn't known
the right format j:for what? t\rf act of closure' I realbefore. These people know me as'the patient, not
ly don't believe ip that stuf£!No, I think what I've
the tech, not the writer. But this procedure was
been trying for a way tJ/lay "thank you" to the
going to take place in our OR, in ourhospital.
incredible men and women who were involved in
People I'd know for years would be taking care of
each step of m.>1care. ~ey not only saved my life;
me, seeing me at my worst. In one sense thats a
they reminded'[ne w 'ilt it's all about.
comforting thought, in another. .
./
~h

"This was something
else I could someday
take back to my
patients- this almost
giddy feeling of having
gotten through it,
having faced it down
and beaten it."
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Have you ever experienced a silent conversation
with someone you've never met? You know exactly
what that person is saying to you - yet, no words
are spoken!
This type of exchange is not clairvoyance, nor is
it even a rarity, for a critical care nurse.
Let me share with you one such occasion. I had
just come on duty that Monday morning in the
Trauma Neuro ICU at Lehigh Valley Hospital. I was
still trying to shake off the guilty feelings of leaving
my two young children once again; telling them
Daddy would be there to take care of them after they
get home from school.
On my 60-minute ride to work, most of my
thoughts were about my children. Did Hannah get
enough sleep last night so that she would be bright
eyed and alert in her kindergarten class? Did I
remember to pack Cole's new Crayola crayons in his
backpack for his Day Care project? I touch my
cheek. .. we have a morning ritual each day I go to i
work. Before I leave, I kiss the palms of their little
hands and say, "Mommy loves you. Whenever you
miss me, just put your hands on your cheeks, and
remember. .. Mommy loves you; Mommy misses
you, too!"

, GYftichelle g{3ernier, RN
TraumalNeurolICU

Float Pool

Those were my thoughts as I passed one of the
rooms. I backed up when I saw a tiny figure lying
motionless in the big hospital bed. I thought to
myself - this is somebody's child. Even though I
was not assigned to this patient, I was driven into
that room; I needed to know what had happened to
this child. What was his prognosis?
jonah"; age 7, had been riding his bike, without
a helmet, and was struck by a car. Out of the corner
of my eye, I saw her sitting at the edge of the bed,
holding his small hand. As I raised my head from the,
\chart, Jonah's mother's eyes and mine began
!
silent conversation. Her grief filled eyes asked, 'Can '
you help my child?" I was scared; I didn't know what
my eyes would answer. Then a faint Mona Lisa smile
passed across her face, and my fears left.
I found myself stopping by jonahs bedside quite
often over the next few days. jonahs mom and I now
conversed vocally "Has he opened his eyes yet?"

oui

\

"How are the pressures in his head?" She would hold
that little hand and answer, "God is watching over
while Jonah sleeps; He'll answer our prayers!" She
even told 'me that Jonah had wanted to be a missionary when he grew up. What a realization at the tender age of seven - the wish to help others!
Jonah's wish came true eight days after entering
our unit. The pressures in his head kept climbing
until he herniated and was pronounced brain dead.
As she took his still hand, and placed it to her lips, I
heard her silent conversation - "Mommy loves you;
Mommy misses you, too." I turned to leave; through
tear filled eyes 1 glanced at Jonah's face... there was a
faint trace of that Mona Lisa smile across his lips. My
pounding heart slowed as I left the room.
While jonahs Mom grieved over the loss of her
child, she was able to answer other mothers prayers
by donating Jonah's organs, allowing Jonah to fulfill
his wish to help others - not in his short life, but
through his death. Maybe this one unselfish act
allows mothers to move through the journey of
grieving ...one that I pray I'll never embark on!
My children are the best of me. They're the
smile at the end of a horrible, problem-laden day the laughter that explodes when all seems hopeless the sunshine that somehow penetrates dark storm
clouds on a rainy day They are my happily-ever-after
ending in this movie called "LIFE." My role as mother to these two wondrous children has helped me to
evolve in my nursing profession.
I see my childrens faces, not only in the faces of
my young patients, but in many of the people I've
encountered throughout my career. As 1 look into
these Iaces, the silent conversations begin: the homeless man who has jumped from a bridge in a moment
of hopelessness; the lonely elderly lady who complains about everything - hoping to get someones
brief attention; the teenager left paralyzed from a
drunk driving accident who is mad at the whole
world; the 300 lb. woman who just needs my help
getting into a crowded elevator; or even the physically handicapped housekeeper who needs a few extra
minutes to clean the room ... and I think to myself...
each of them is somebody's child. All these people
deserve the love, patience and limitless understanding that only a mother can give. 1, as a nurse, coworker, and even stranger can act as a surrogate
mother when the need arises.
As 1 touch my cheek, different memories flash
into my mind, ones that had been tucked away for a
while, and I remember. .. I am somebody's child. I
feel that faint Mona Lisa smile spread across my face.

*Names have been changed.
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Gail was an evening shift nurse on the
emed to remind Gail of someone she'had cared
Oncology Unit. She liked working the 3 to 11pm
ab~t.Mrs. Knight ended her cpnverration and hung
shift because the patients spent most of their time",Jp~the
phoI1e~
%.
with visitors, eating dinner, and then sleeping. This
,
"Well, look who it is ... HelloiGail, how the
didn't afford for much conversation between the
heck are you?" said Mrs. Knight. g
nurse and the patient. Not that Gail didn't want to
Then it hit Gail. It was Floe, lier childhood
talk to the patients; she didn't want to get too
friend. She hadn't seen Florence Olivia Smith since the
involved with them. Gail was a kind hearted soul,
tw0ih,
of them were somewhere around 9 years old.
the sort of person who didn't hesitate to go the
They had lived just across the street from each other,
extra mile. But, she found it difficult being too close and were best friends from the tIj11ethey were born.
to her patients because of the nature of their illness.
That is until Florences family mq.ved out of state
Gail had been hurt many times over the years and
wh,en her father g~t transferred. ;<failstill remembers
she decided that the less you knew about someone,
th~\day they said goodbye to each other. They made a
the easier it was to let them go when they died.
pact to remain best friends forever, But they never saw
It was a cold, snowy January afternoon and Gail
/~r heard from each other again. p{ll was so hurt when
was reporting for her shift. The Director of the
. the letter she sent to Floe came back marked "Address
Oncology Unit practically ran Gail over as she was
Unknown". It was as if Floe had I\:li~d.Gail never had
walking down the hall.
. another "best friend".~,
. \
"Oh, I'm sorry Gail." said Carolyn. "I guess I'm/
The t"\*?of them,started tal~ing;"fillingeach other
trying to do too many things at one time. Twd'
in on what 'hap'1!apF,;,bedsince they ~rted. They got
people called in, all the beds are full, I haven't
Ito know eacl;),votherallover again. The c~mversation
even had time to show the new hire around.
~waxed and )¥aned ftom the past to the pr~sent and to
Youjust wouldn't believe the day I've had."
the past again. During,their conversation, Gail learned
"I'm sorry" replied Gail. "Is there anything I
'how Florence had met1her husband. He was a patient
can do to help you out?"
f
on the unit where Florence worked. It was the
'Thank you Gail, that would be wond/rful."
Oncology Unit.
.
said Carolyn. "Maybe you could resctfe the
~.
"But, why get involved with someone'like that?
orientee and show her around a lit~lebit. Poor
You knew he was probably going to die, why
thing has been going over policieslafid proceput your~elf through that?" questioned Gail.
dures all day"
,f,
"At fir~t l'justfelt so s0vY for'[nm." started
"Sure, no problem. Where is shf?}"r:~plied il.
Florence.r'He had no yisitor~. His parents, had
"Her name is Mrs. Knight and shes in m
died and he ,pad no other family in the area.
office. Thank you so much,(said Carol
Because he had lived.but of state for so long,
As soon as Gail walked int9/he room, she had
he had no cldse friends nearby ~So,I just startthe overwhelming feeling that~s}ieknew Mrs. Knight
ed spending some extra time with him. I
from somewhere. Mrs. Knig~lwas talking;on the
sta,¥edwith him before and after my shift every
phone when Gail entered. Even the way/she talked
day. We'got to know each other inside and out.
r
Hi$ big$est fear was dying alone and his greatest
s..orrbw was that..he never got married. He
was tod busy with his career to get involved

"When you are a nurse,
you careJorI all oj
your patients; But there
I
are some t~at you
also ~are afout."
I
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~T;1[~~~:eet."·continued
Florence.~n
Valentine's Day,he had flowers delivered
himselfsg..t.the hospital, just so he could give
them to -We.And, on my birthday ... "
"February 28th" interrupted Gail.
"Right" continued Florence. "He got one of the
other nurses on the unit to help him set up the

s
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Honorable Mention

Joy in nursing, I scoffed as I read the theme f r
the essay contest. That feeling of blissfu appi
is
reserved only for children, I thought to
~elJj> ynically How could something so demanding and stressful
bring anyone joy? Adding the current trends in health
care and the growing sense of apathy, there can only
be misery After all, how can there be joy when there
is too much work and too little staff, I thought to
myself jadedly Everyone knows that money issues
have made all health care professionals' lives harder ..
but is that why I have felt little joy as a nurse?
If I were to look for examples of joy in nursing,

Q/"-G'trina~itz,

RN
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the obvious choice would be witnessing the miracle of
a healthy baby being born. It truly would be wondrous to be part of bringing a new life into the world,
but alas, we cannot all be labor and delivery nurses. I
believe joy can also be in the grieving process.
Helping families de.~lwith their feelings of loss could
impart a great sense of fulfillment. Encouraging
patients blinded by fear or anger to seek treatment
that would save or greatly improve the quality of life
could also be a heady experience. However, these are
all infrequent incidences. It is the simplest of acts of
kindness, the gentle touch on the patient's arm, a
quick squeeze of the hand, a good chuckle, a much
needed hug, and a caring smile which bring real joy.
But all the little nuances that gave me joy were gone.
I had lost my way as a nurse.
;Truly those acts of kindness are what fuel nurses;
furictioning without them could be likened to starvation. I had been feeling unfulfilled and disheartened
off and on for years and could not pinpoint why I
started watching Oprah Winfreys spirit programs and
found that I identified with many of the people on her
shows. Generally, the message was always the same to
these people. Essentially, you feeljoy if you do something for someone else without motive. All I kept
thinking was that, if that were the case, nurses should
feel an infinite amount of joy I am in the most giving
profession that I know and yet I feel little joy I was
watching her program because of my dilemma but felt
worse. Questions arose in my head. Was I really

meant to be a nurse, or was I too ungrateful? On her
program, she encouraged her audience to keep journals. Each day you were to write at least five things for
which you were grateful. Besides the paycheck, my
Job was never once listed in my journal. For me, nursing was a negative part of my life.
During one of my usual tirades, my husband
asked me point blank if there was anything I did like
about my job That question sparked the realization
that my current focus was solely on aspects of nursing that I could not change, not on the intrinsic
qualities that had lead me to nursing in the first
place. Although I had become a nurse because it was
a way to make a good living and finance my education, the number one priority that I had in a career
was - helping others. Now ten years or so from my
original decision to become a nurse, I was faced
with the most frightening decision of all: did I need
to switch careers?
Using the serenity of prayer as my inspiration, I
turned my attention to the problem at hand - my attitude. There are many nurses whom I admire and
think were born to the profession, but when I looked
at myself I saw only a pretender. Perhaps the greatest
indicator was the way I referred to being a nurse. "My
job" or "I want to go to work, put in my time and go
home to my family" were phrases I used constantly
How could I be a nurse if that was how I truly felt?
Because the truth is, being a nurse is an integral part
of ones personality It is not a choice. What would be
the reaction of a true nurse who encountered someone
needing help out in a public place? My guess would
be that the true nurse would just react and give assistance, not out of duty, but because something deep
inside compels action.
Looking back on my life as a nurse, I also have
had those gut reactions. For example, during our
vacation in Myrtle Beach, SC, we were playing miniature golf when we heard a commotion coming from
high above us. Although we were several holes behind
and many feet below, my initial instinct was to reach
the person in trouble. I ran as fast as I could, even
scaling up the rock face at one point to reach her. On
arrival, I found several people surrounding a woman
on the ground. My mind was reeling. She appeared to
be unconscious, but when I bent down to assess her,
she opened her eyes. Upon questioning, I learned that
she had been out in the heat all day without eating or
drinking anything. We moved her into the shade with
a drink and I encouraged them to take her home for
Continued on back cover
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As my nursing career moves onto another
path, I look back on my experiences working in
hospice and am overwhelmed by the lessons I
have learned.
One of the most memorable patients was a
49-year old man, Richard, who I had the privilege
of meeting on our Inpatient Hospice Unit. Richard
was admitted to the Hospice Unit from our home
hospice program after experiencing some uncontrolled symptoms and some care issues. Richard
had metastatic cancer with lesions on his spinal
cord causing paralysis from his waist down and
limited use of his arms and hands. With the
help of his insurance case manager, we were
able to arrange for Richard's admission to our
Hospice Unit indefinitely to provide Richard's
physical care needs including pain managemerti, as well as to provide some much needed
support to both the patient and his wife, Karen.
Richard was a unique patient who taught us all
so much about living and dying. Richard was a
writer by profession, and was very open and honest
about his feelings and thoughts as he progressed in
his disease and continued into the last phase of his
life'sjourney He was with us for weeks during the
summer, and one day he had a special request.
Richard wanted to go outside for some fresh air.
Something that we take for granted every day when
we are healthy became a very important issue to
Richard as his condition deteriorated.
We originally declined Richard's request based
on numerous "road blocks" including safety issues,
staffing limitations and physical barriers. Richard
became tearful and explained that time with his
wife outside of the four walls of his hospital room
was crucial to his 'Journey" Since part of our role

T

is to assist patients to identify and access whatever
it is they need to progress along their journey, we
accepted his challenge.
With the persistence of the Hospice staff, as
well as the help and understanding of engineering,
Mr. Jim Burke, security and the Risk Management
Department, his wish was granted. Richard would
be placed on a litter; the staff would wheel him out
onto the roof accessible from our Unit; and we
would provide his wife with a cell phone to call us
if they needed anything. Karen would bring Italian
ices for both of them and they would spend time

~nnifer
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out there every evening watching the stars and the
city lights. Richard confided tliat the roof was the
I
\
one place that, just for a moment, he could feel
"well" again. He said he could forget the pain and
the fact that he could no longer take care of his
own physical needs. He explained that he and
Karen would talk and share and enjoy one another's company while knowing in the back of their
minds that the safety of the Hospice Unit was a
few feet away
Looking back, I realize that the entire "rooftop episode" was not only important to Richard
and Karen, it was an invaluable lesson to all of us
about appreciating what we have and valuing those
who are Significant in our lives. I will never forget
Richard and I forever will be grateful to both
Richard and Karen for the privilege of being a part
of this special time in their lives.
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With the closing of the OB unit at the 17th
Street site, I felt a little bit of sadness. I had worked
there for nine years, and have lots of memories. But
one incident that I remember is special. I can't
remember the exact date or the names of the people
involved, but everything else remains so vivid.
OB was busy as usual that day, and we all had
patients to stay with and monitor. One patient in
particular kept telling her nurse that she was going
to die. No matter what reassurance was given to her
I
by this nurse that she was doing fine and the twins
she Was carrying were doing well, she insisted she
was going to die. The nurse came to me, because

-
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these statements made her uneasy. I looked at the
monitor and also reassured the patient that every/thing was fine. Time passed without incident and it
was lunchtime . I was caring for this patient while
her nurse ate lunch. The doctor examined her and
told her she should soon be starting to push. Well it
didn't take long before she was ready to go to the
delivery room. With some of the staff at lunch, I
found myself wheeling her to the delivery room
alone. We were conversing on the way and I was
reassuring her it would soon be over and she would
see her babies. As I assisted her onto the table, the
unthinkable happened. She stopped breathing. At
that moment, it felt like time was standing still. The
entire room felt eerie. The sun's rays danced on the

I

I
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walls creating shadows of different proportions. I
heard myself shout for anesthesia to come "now." In
an instant, they were all there as well as the obstetrician and two other nurses. I guess the seriousness of
my tone left nothing to the imagination. In a short
time, we had delivered those twins and were tending
to the mother with fury while the pediatrician tended to the babies. I remembered someone pulling me
out of the room, reassuring me I had done my job
well. I watched in amazement at this chaos unfolding before my eyes. It was the most organized chaos
I had ever seen;' everyone knew exactly what to do
with minimal direction. I was extremely proud of
the team I was working with. The babies were taken
to NICU as soon as they were stabilized. The mother
was taken to ICU an hour after I had wheeled her
into the delivery room.
About ten days later the mother was discharged
from the hospital. I'm not quite sure anyone ever
knew the cause of all that had happened. The twins
went home a few weeks later in fine health.
The story should end there, but ten weeks later
a woman walked into the recovery room and said
her doctor sent her to me so I could tell her what
happened that day in the delivery room. I looked at
her in total amazement until I realized who she was
and what she was really asking me to tell her. I
won't detail our full conversation, but I asked her if
she believed in miracles. I assured her that there was
no other explanation that I could give to her. God
felt she was needed to care for her twins. She shook
her head in amazement and, with tears in her eyes,
told me everything was fine.
Miracles happen at LVH all the time, but to me
this was so very special. Our nurses are truly God's
helpers. The training we receive here and the teamwork we exhibit is simply the best.
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Illumination
You suffer for me
Friend from my past
So I may dare
To live at last.
Challenging myself
In spite of my past
Savoring each moment
As though it's the last.
The days of our youth
Are come and gone
With memories of them
Locked away in our hearts.
We're told to live
One day at a time
Then I see you
Knowing the truth.
That suffering should be
A reason to live
Or give us permission
To capture our dreams.
Is to minimize our lives
To the point of irrelevance
And tell us our fears
Were all invalid.
No words can tell you
The g1"lefthat I share
With your spirit and mind
And what you must bear.
I pray for your soul
As I pray for my own
So we may find peace
With strength to go on.
I take from you
A lesson to last
You give without knowing
My friend from the past.

So I may gain wisdom
From this suffering of yours
And not regret failures.
These are the lessons
That help us improve
Our spiritual selves
That only God knows.

10

Early in my career, I understood the relevance of
patient teaching, but could not understand how much
they would teach me. Now as I contemplate my professionallife, I realize that they often taught me things
I did not and could not learn in school. Formal
education was the vehicle that allowed me to travel
the path that I chose. However, patients, family meIIJ-bers, or even friends shaped the kind of person that ~
am today They continue to sculpt me just as an artist
works with clay
A long time ago, someone told me that you never
know where your life may lead you. As a young
person, if that person is a dinner speaker, you really
do not listen. If that person is clergy, the message may
fall on deaf ears. This can be true of almost anyone
who advises you.
Hopefully, as you
mature, these words ring
true in your ears. That is
exactly what happened
to me.
As a high school
girl, I was carefree just as we all Were in the late 19505
and early 1960's. Those years were 'filled with homework, rules, parents and dating. No't much has
changed for todays youth. Imagine my surprise over
the years when fellow high school cla~smates becam~
my patients. The role was usually uncqmfortable, but
many of the illnesses were not life threaternng. All of
this changed for me last year.
.\
The shift began just like any other. I 'r~ceived
report from the day shift nurse and hurried.out to
organize myself to the chaotic first three hours of
middle shift. My first priority that day was to shange
an IV bag that I knew must be nearly empty A~\l
walked into the room, I was stopped dead in my' \
tracks. My patient was an old friend from school. Not
only did I know her, but I knew her prognosis. I hac!\
been told that she did not know the outcome of the . .
surgery Her surgery was for a brain tumor, believed to
be a glioma, a particularly fast growing and always I
fatal malignancy I knew that she would not be alive I
for our next class reunion in three years. My mind was
racing. What could I possibly say? Where to start a
conversation? Would she notice the shock on my face?
I hoped not. She said hello first. Thanking God for'
her initiative, I said hello back. We spoke briefly
while I hung her IV,and I told her that I would be

."

"'tinlateLto,,speak
with her. I left the
room briskly trusting she could not
see the horror on
my face.
I went into the
staff lounge and
began crying. This
can not be happening, I thought. NO
one deserves this,
and least of all her.
She never hurt a fly
She is such a good

Q/Vaomi ~lomon,
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person. I don't know if I can care for her. Just as I was
feeling sorry for myself and my inability to deal
with reality, truth came down and hit me with a big
hammer. Who am I to complain? My job now was
to provide her with the very best that I had to offer.
She deserved that and more. Spiritual growth happened for me that evening.
Fortunately, my evening was not too hectic. I
was able to carve a good block of time to spend with
her. I know she appreciated my time. We caught up
with the years that had passed, exchanged pictures
and stories, and remembered those good old days/
She told me of her hobbies and showed me som!
/'
needlework that she was doing for a future griiJ.ndchild. I told her that I write poetry, and she'~sked me
to write one for her. I promised her one the/next day
.
That night, as I sat in front of the computer, I
wondered what to write. The events of the evening
unfolded in my mind. Boy,was I ever self-involveq,
My first impulse had been to run and frel sorryjor
myself.'Lbegan to review my own life. What would I
do to make.jhe most of my time on earth if giyen her
prognosis? How could my poem make her l..Jpderstand everything that she meant to IJ:}E:?
As those
thoughts played ouiin my head, suddenly these
verses easily appeared. rhope that you enjoy my
efforts as much as she did.
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Honorable Mention
Parkinson's Disease is a horrible debilitating
disease that attacks the body but leaves the mind
intact. A gentleman I once knew had this disease for
seventeen years. When first diagnosed with
Parkinson's at the age of 53, this gentleman took the
news as anyone would. He was a little depressed and
upset that this would be a lifelong and progressive
disease that would eventually create an invalid.
However, rather than succumb to it, he fought it and
battled every day of his life.
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This man I once knew accepted Parkinson's into
his life, not willingly, but with a passion that it was
better to know his enemy and keep that enemy close
at hand. Armed with information given to him by his
neurologist, and a steady diet of proper foods, exercise, hope, family and love, he set out on an adventure to conquer the beast. He wasn't going to let this
beast called Parkinson's get the best of him.
As the years progressed and the beast got
stronger, this gentleman never gave up. He never
quit; he never asked people to feel sorry for him; he
never asked for help. Although it took a toll on his
physical body, mentally this gentleman was alert and
as bright as ever. The problem with Parkinson's
Disease is that it fools others into believing that the
victim of this disease is stupid, ignorant, very slow, or
just plain lazy. None of these is true. As a matter of
fact, it is usually just the opposite. PD patients are
usually smart, creative, and very much aware of what
is going on around them. The problem is their bodies
just won't react the way they want. As the disease
progresses, it becomes more and more difficult to
walk, talk, and do simple activities of daily living. PD
patients often feel as if they are in a state of suspended animation. Ever willing to move, but unable.
This gentleman usually spoke to his legs and feet
saying, "Okay, left foot back, left foot forward, now

walk." Others thought he was quite insane; however,
it was the only way to keep moving. You see,
Parkinson's patients often freeze up and can't move.
When this happens, a little help is required. Due to
his pride, this gentleman always helped himself,
coaching his legs and feet along. When on an elevator, rather than freeze up, he would walk in a circle
to keep moving and, when the door opened, he
would be able to walk directly out the door.
Otherwise, he would be riding this lift until his legs
would begin to work again. A vicious circle, but he
accomplished his goal with pride. Not insane at all;
just creative in helping himself through this process.
As the years progressed, I saw this gentleman go
from a vibrant person - always busy, always moving,
always doing something- to a weak frail man who
could barely walk and barely talk. One of the most
difficult things for him to finally accept was that he
had to stop driving. Driving was his last holdout. As
long as he could get to the car, he could drive. It was
the most devastating day of his life to give up those
car keys, but he did it courageously and willingly;
because he didn't want to harm others.
Now others had to care for him; others had to
run errands for him; others had to help him around
the house. It was difficult for this very independent
gentleman to accept, but again, he did it with grace.
Always appreciative of anything that was done for
him, this gentleman made it a point to say "thank
you" and whenever I would visit, he would walk me
to the door with a smile and a kiss goodbye.
This gentleman was an inspiration to me. He
taught me to understand the nature of disease
processes and to have compassion for those less fortunate than myself. He taught me to accept people
as they are, never to make fun of those less fortunate, and appreciate all of the good things in my life.
Petty problems were just that, petty. His comment
would often be, "Why worry about something you
have no control over? Just keep on going until you
can't go anymore."
This gentleman passed away two years ago. He
was quite the man, quite the patient, and quite the
gentleman. I was proud to have known him. This
gentleman was my father. I miss you Dad.
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My nursing career began in high school. I joined
a Future Nurses Club and also took a job at my local
hospital as a pinafore girl. Oh, those pink pinafores
reaching half way between knee and ankle I Certainly
not the height of fashion I Working for $0.65 per
hour in the local hospital after school, on weekends
and holidays left little time for anything else.
In those days, pinafore girls were required to do
a lot more than the Candy Striper of today. We gave
baths, changed beds, walked patients, put patients
on the bed pan and cleaned them up when needed.
My best friend and I had a motto "Friends to the
End, Through Thick and Thin, Mostly Thin." We
also passed trays and fed patients and read their
mail to them.
Over the years, I met and cared for people in all
walks of life from movie stars and sports heroes to
mountain folk of Kentucky.
I've witnessed such pain and suffering and
death~ and the joys of new life in the wee hours of
the morning. The bravery of little four year old
"Fabian" whose belly was swollen with a huge neoplasm and pain that wracked his little body when he
was moved, but only called out in his tiny little
voice "That's All."
There was seventeen year old Teddy, who had
been kept at home and given enemas every day of
his life by his mentally ill mother. She wanted him
to suffer pain like she did during labor. Teddy didn't
know how to feed or dress himself. He couldn't
read, and had pulled out all his hair. My fellow
nurses and I taught Teddy to care for himself and to
read and write. What a bright boy was hidden
behind his pain.
I've seen miracles happen. Yes, there are such
things. From Pat whose life blood was literally
draining out of her more rapidly that we could
replace it; to Linda, whose brain was so swollen

from "ReyesSyndrome that her brain was barely
functioning. The hand of God worked his miracle.
Both Pat and Linda survived with no after effects.
Pat started the first colostomy support group in
Ohio, and Linda went on to graduate from college
and live a happy, healthy and grateful life.
1959 was a very productive year in Cincinnati.
I witnessed in a three month period, three sets of
triplets and eight sets of twins and so many single
births I stopped counting. What a joy to see those
little bundles. Talk about miracles I
As I look back over my years of nursing, some
patients stand out in my memories. Dear Miss

dfhirley
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Dooley, so thin and so alone, just wanting someone
or something to hold. My roommate and I pooled
our money and bought her a stuffed monkey made
out of work socks. She cuddled it all the time and
was so happy. We would take time to feed her even
when off duty Even though she could not carryon
a conversation, she taught us so much.
There was a patient, Maude, who was a character from the bills of Kentucky. She absolutely
would not go to sleep at night without her snuff
and a glass of buttermilk. Did you ever try to clean
someones teeth after she chewed snuff and drank
buttermilk? Yuki
My days as a student, as an OR nurse, staff
nurse, assistant supervisor, and supervisor of urology were varied and challenging. I felt some days
were "totally awesome." Mending broken bones,
removing diseased parts, reconstruction and cosContinued on page 19
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In 1988, I moved to the Lehigh Valleyand started
working in the General Intensive Care Unit - East,
also known as GICU-E. As the low person on the
seniority list, I was assigned a night shift position. The
night shift staff of GICU-E was a well-seasoned and
experienced group of intensive care nurses. Among
that group was Sherry Semmel. Sherry was a middleaged woman whose life was centered around her family,her church, and her singing at her church. She was
also kind, fun-loving and always had a good word to
say about everybody At work, Sherry had a peculiar
method of keeping all the information straight for the

$'ugene ~derson,
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shift. If she were working, you would find a group
of papers taped together which had all the information about her patients. These papers were her way
of keeping herself organized and on track for the
shift. Her system never seemed to work very well,
since she way always the last one to finish at the end
of the shift.
Although she seemed disorganized and behind in
her work, Sherry would always be willing to help you
with your work. Whether you needed help with a
bath or a turn and prop, she could always be counted
on to give you a hand. You knew if she was scheduled, your night would be okay Sherry was not only
fun to work with, she was a good nurse. Her patients
physical, emotional and spiritual needs would be
addressed while she was there. She would spend time
talking to, praying with and occasionally singing to
her patients to ease their fears.
When night shift was getting too much for her, a
part time day shift position became available on
GICU-E. She adjusted well to the change. Many
times when you walked onto the unit, you could
hear Sherry singing to the patients! Once she even
tried to imitate Marilyn Monroe's famous rendition of
Happy Birthday to President Kennedy! What a sight
to behold.
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Sherry was not only concerned with her patients
but with the staff as well. On September 14, 1992, I
received a call that my mother was gravely ill. She
died the next day Cards and flowers came from everywhere but one that was special was from Sherry and
her family She wrote, 'Just remember that your mom
is with the Lord where there is no more pain or tears
but happiness in the presence of the Lord, just waiting
for us to be with them again. Praise the Lord, what a
wonderful time that will be."
Those words were almost prophetic for only
three months later on December 23, 1992, Sherry was
involved in a serious MVAon her way to work. She
came to LVHthat morning as a "Code Red." She was
transferred to the Shock-Trauma Unit (STU) with serious head and chest injuries. It was uncertain whether
she would survive. All the staff of GICU-E were notified about the accident. That night, we came to work
and cared for our patients but our hearts were in the
Shock-Trauma Unit only 100 feet away where Sherry
was lying so critically ill. Between 2 and 3:00 AM, we
heard that Sherry's condition had changed for the
worse. She was taken for an emergent CT scan of her
head. Approximately one hour later, Dr. K. Shah and
Dr. Tamar Ernest, the trauma surgeons that night,
came over and told us about the change in her condition. Dr. Ernest took each of us over to the STU to let
us say our goodbyes to our beloved colleague and
friend. On the morning of December 24, 1992, Dr. K.
Shah met with the rest of the GICU-E and informed
them of her death. As a final gift, Sherry's husband
and sons signed the permit for organ donation.
On December 28, 1992, a memorial service was
held for her at her church. It was a time to celebrate
her life. We heard many of her friends and family
speak about her life. But most touching was a song
sung by Sherry and her son that had been taped only
two weeks prior to her death at the dedication of a
new addition to her church. The song spoke about
finishing the race and completing the tasks set before
usl Sherry's work was completed early in the morning
on December 24, 1992! She is now experiencing what
she wrote to me only three months before "Happiness in the presence of the Lord!"
Sherry, we miss you! Your voice, your laugh, your
kindness, and most of all, your presence with us'
Good-bye!
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. Nothing can help clarify a situation as well as
seemg It through your own eyes. Being the care
gIVer,we must look through the eyes of th e patient:
.
we mhustalways remember that the patient receivin~
care as a myriad of emotions to deal with- often
mcludmg grief, shock, loss, and more. Most im orta~t IS that we remember the patient is a perso:
w 0, regardless of their position in life
d
help- now.
' nee s your

~olan
,

I search deep inside,
I look for words,
To try and describe
The loss that's occurred.
My teardrops echo
In the cavernous tomb
An empty space

'

That was once my womb.
My life as a woman, a mother;
A friend ...

My innermost being, myself
To the end.
I feel like my body
Is empty at depth;'.,
There's room for the tears
That one will have wept.
Once rich with perfusion,
A delicate state ...

To balance our nature ,
To help vision our fate.
It's true in life,
What will be, will be ...
I just sometimes miss ,
Feeling all of me ...
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Recently, I had the pleasure of watching the
Golden Globe Awards on television. I had videotaped it because I enjoy hitting rewind to make sure
I can review every detail of the awards, the fashions,
the stars, and their antics. For some reason, unbeknownst to me, I suddenly became startlingly aware
of the intense emotion experienced by many of the
stars as Barbra Streisand went forward to accept the
very prestigious Cecil B. DeMille Award. There had
been a special introduction by Shirley MacLaine
with clips from Barbras more popular movies, plus
stories of her lifetime showing her many achievements. Tears filled the eyes of some of the stars and

sake of giving him a name, I will call him Rob. Rob
is 38 years old and single. Hes a rather handsome
young man who has continued to "attempt" to hold
a part-time job. He has had some difficulty doing
this and keeping up with his medication regimen at
the same time, partly because he becomes easily
overwhelmed. He stopped taking his medication,
which is the wrong thing to do. He began to relapse
and act in a bizarre manner. Sometimes he would
speak so fast you could barely follow what he was
attempting to tell you. Also, during these phases, he
would speak in rhyme. Because of his haphazard
and confused thought processes, Rob would often
make a mental connection
between dissociated ideas in
words that sound alike. He
often used words that sounded alike to describe ideas. His
speech was so interesting to
someone such as myself, a
psychiatric nurse interested in all characteristics and
symptoms of mental illness. However, to someone
who does not understand, he would be frightening
rather than delightful.
His behavior would be considered inappropriate
to the outside world, but Rob was a pleasant man
and he adored attention. He liked the staff on 6N
and always had so much he wanted to share with
them verbally. If you were in the hall walking, he
would come bouncing out of his room just to join
you, talking a mile a minute and somewhat loudly,
rhyming a lot of the time. He wasn't always like that
though. Sometimes he seemed to retreat inside himself. He would withdraw from others, appear lonely,
and look depressed. I often wondered during those
times if he was contemplating his illness and what
lay ahead in his future. If you were his assigned
nurse for the shift, one of your responsibilities

Q$tary ffieth ~rankle, RN
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applause grew louder as people rose to honor Ms.
Streisand. As the famed actress/singer entered the stage
the audience displayed immense admiration towards
her. I can barely imagine the emotion that must have
been welling up inside her as she stood there facing
her peers from the motion picture industry.
It was time for me to take a break. That is
another nice thing about having a favorite show
videotaped. I turned off the VCR and headed for the
kitchen to brew a cup of hot tea. A few minutes later
I sat in my easy chair sipping the hot liquid and
remembering the smiles on the faces of those famous
personalities.
For some reason, I began remembering the
smiles on some faces I had seen at work a few weeks
before. A patient of ours on 6 North, Psychiatry, had
been admitted after a relapse of symptoms of his
chronic mental condition. His schizophrenia. For the

(
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two, she would~quirm
around and seem to crawl
right up his chest until she was peering over his

besides assessing him was to spend what we call
"'<~ne-to-(;;me time. This could be 30 minutes, or
maybe ohly 10 minutes, depending on whether or
-not'"he was willing or able to invest time in his treat-

"As the disease
progresses, the
schizophrenic patient
may experience
#rong feelings of

!

ment plan. However, you must constantly observe a
psychiatric'pajient
throughout the-shift and report
any anxiety, phdlJ]:as, obsessions, haUt"CinqtioPs, distorted thoughts,

o~fi"'er

symptoms.

I~ is a s;:ious',

responsibility and requires knowledg~\ki
under"'standing and patience on the part of tKe~Ba ·ver.,
Asthe disease progresses, .tne,schizophrenic
'
l-atient may experience strong ~eelings.QJ rejection,
,~.~
..,,0 fit,
K
M.<.~
"Bl''',"""
low self-esteem:·lonelmessand~h:6pelessness,.",lohad
·~~.o

..

•

shoulder

at Rob1'gaiJ:l.;;he

wasn't-sure

if she liked

Rob or not, but ,.ilier~
.
..was som..'ething about him that
, , I'
held her attention.
,
E~entually, bo~!iwit1i

this wholevvisiting

thing," t~e little girl t:::ar~trestless

and it was obvi-

ous sh,~ ;yas readr f9,{~e;;vdaddy t~ t.a.~~her home,"
The father kt;pt te1h~her
to~be~90a. for 5 more
inutes ariar.hen '~wle~wiligo." Rob'becarne cpncemed about her fussing and disappeared into his
!
%it,
rqom. Art1.inute later, he appeared in the hallway
j

·-..,o~"",

noticed these characteristics

in Rob. He watched

as

visitors and family members

came onto the unit each

evening to visit other patients. Night after night he
waited, but no one came to see him. His mother had
passed away, and his dad was in poor physical
health and rarely drove himself anywhere. He had

'ib~gan flashing around a simple wh~e,fariaHis-

~~\i9'

su ,and\~akmg soft little noises. He
quietly
behly~ tli,ejLfather.3Qyasn~'to. Q.~mtr-usI~( I was
impr~fsed with his performance. The ba~y began
laughjng and giggling. This encouraged Rob all the
more, and he continued flying the tissJe up and
down in quick movements.

The little girl loved Rob's

rejection, low self-

no brothers or sisters. Occasionally, a male friend he
grew up with would come by for a brief visit.

paper to~)and she became so loud with her laughter
that soorfher father told everyone, "Ild better go

esteem, loneliness

Afterward, Rob would go back to his room and sit
on the edge of the bed looking out into the hall.

while tht! going is gocd]" Rob watche~ as the elevator doors began "to close, his eyes fixed on the child's
and the:lizhild's little splrkling blue e/es on his.

and hopelessness."

One evening, a female patient's husband came
in to see her and, with her doctor's permission,
brought

their little 9-month-old

The little

There ,Ias something

special between \he two. No

one t,h~nked Rob for entertaining

the Jttt.le girl and

er coming down the hall towards her. The reunion

"
'. q
keepirg
her happy But you know w~t?\,He
didn't
•
I .
notice or even care. He was srp.iling for the rest of

was a wonderful, happy one and caused much stir
among the other visitors. She was so charming with
her little blonde curls and big blue eyes.

thVeiening.
I}s I drove h
hatynight, I though a~out
Rob. ~ecause of hi sptlcCi!l problems, he moSt likely

girl screamed

••

daughter.

out with glee when she saw her moth-

Rob, hearing her laughter

and squeals echoing

down the hall, could stand it no longer and came /
strolling out of his room. I observed how he prac-/
ticed self-control

by not charging towards the faj11y,

and scanng them to death. Had they come the J1eek
before, there would have been no guarantees that he
would have had this control. He quietly pretfsted
that he had "business" in the hallway wherJthe~
continued to visit, all the while turning and lookin
and waving at the little girl. She hun,,~er
her
father's shoulder,

interested

in this strange manjwho

wouldn't stop waving at her. Afte1! while, the~father
attempted to turn the little girllround
so thalshe
would be facing the other way

ut in a mi'rite

or

I\

y

!

will ~ever develo~ an intimate relationship, n~er
marry, and never haverhildtt;n
of his own. Sonie of
his rri~st important is~ues in~Qlve planning meaningful a . attainable goars and maintaining his medjcation .. imen. StaYi~ 'as healthy a~htb can througA.11'[
d pre,el).tmg
1%.
~
h as h'~
ou
l~ He an
re 1apse as~uc
eI
a I ale importantfo~lS
also. His refatlon\hips wil
ore o\less

revolvf a~ould interae;fing \ iili hellth

care professionals

and su.p.port syslems a

e ~)lici-

~
'"
£
pates ilhis,treatment.
BUf,
for a fort
whi ,on \ 6N,
dunng/vlslfllng hours, this specialjperson sh red JOY

and happiJ~ss, lllixe~ with lots 1f laughter, .·th a
small ;baby witll1bouhcing
blonde curls and b~ . blue
\
eyes. That little\pirl'sJ smiles for him were as im~rtant as any Gol<\ten q;lobe
presentation.·

,

, I
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Nursing Voice

Honorable Mention

\
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\

"Eternal Father, strong to
save, Whose arm hath bound
the restless wave."
As the organ sounds the plaintive melody of the
Navy hymn, the pallbearers progress toward the flag
draped casket and the funerall service draws to a
close. Alan,has completed his 'passage into death and
is now writing the prologue for his new level of faith
journey. The Navy hymn is in honor of this Navy
veteran of World War II and thirty-year Navy

CYftaryGft Q/-(;lde
ASU-OR

I

I

Reservist. After seven cardiac catheterizations, three
stent placements and four coronary artery bypass
grafts, Alan learned a week ago that only two coronary arteries were supporting his failing heart, that
he was no longer a candidate for further surgery, and
that palliative medical support was his only option.
The pastor told those of us assembled for the funeral
service that, Alan
never dwelt on the critical
(
moments of his life; he never complained. Visits
with him were positive and pleasant; he was a jovial
man who always had a joke ready to share. Alan
didn't talk about his faith - he lived it.
Alan's casket has rested in the sanctuary of the
church at his request. He often said when he was at
church, there was no pain. Attending church wor-

ship was important to him and therefore on a recent
Sunday morning, recognizing the symptoms of a
mild stroke, Alan insisted that this wife take him to
the hour-long church service on their way to the
hospital emergency department. The pastor said,
"This is the place where the Lord gave him strength
to meet every event that touched his life."

"Who walkedst on the foaming deep, And calm amid the
storm didst sleep."
The pallbearers are in place and as we continue
singing the poignant words of the Navy hymn, the
casket is lifted to begin its slow descent from the
chancel area. The white-haired pastor, some ninety
years of age, follows the casket. He has been both
pastor and friend to Alan, his wife and family for the
past five years. Throughout the service, the man
spoke of the deep sense of privilege he felt to walk
beside Alan on his last earthly journey.
Three days ago, Alan was admitted to the
Coronary Care Unit with a diagnosis of heart failure
and was supported by oxygen and IV drug therapy.
Two days before his death, struggling for each
breath, Alan talked to his family and his doctors,
reiterated his desire for the do not resuscitate order
and then requested that all meds and oxygen be discontinued. To the surprise of the doctors and nurses,
Alan's condition stabilized after treatment was discontinued. Unencumbered by medical paraphernalia
and with great mental clarity he was able to share a
legacy of memories and say his good byes to family
and friends. Alan simply said, 'The Lord isn't ready
for me yet!"
Continued on page 18
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The Joumey
That evening, Alan told his wife to go home
fondness for both their patient and his pastor. Alan
saying with a twinkle in his eyes that he and the
had included themiri conversations with the pastor
pastor would have a game of poker with blondes as
and encouraged/them ll,).orethan once, "You've got
prizes. (The elderly pastor assured us that Alan's
to talk with this man; he'll.rpake,sure you go to the
nurses were brunettes!) For the next four hours, the
right place.'"
two men shared their vital, tangible faith experiences
Alans medical condition continued to deterioand beliefs. When Alan became tired, short of breath
rate. Ajitrated Morphine drip allowed some comor needed nursing assistance for suctioning, he
fort, 0-ough heart and lungs were struggling; yet">
would say to his friend, "Let's have silent meditaAlaryremained lucid. When he could summon the
tion," and the two would share meaningful periods
strength, he cqntin'Uedto share memories and even
of silence that were filled with richness.
tell jokes, but Al::::kb.ew h~twas cvi;;g and said so.
In his eulogy, the pastor told us a story he
Late the next after\:!goll"He~tor ~~mily
changed
shared with Alan in the hospital. Knowing Alan's
/bedside watch for the last time. Shortly after midlove of the sea, he spoke of a young Naval Academy I night, Alan asked for his wife, Dorothy, and a few
graduate who after completing his first overseas
minutes after her arrival, he boarded ship with the
cruise, was given an opportunity to display his
Captain and sailed home.
knowledge and skills taking a ship out of port. The i
. young officer established a record for getting a shiP.
underway, but was stunned when a sailor
approached him with a message from his captain:
"My personal congratulations upon completing YOlfr
underway preparations exercise according to the
The last notes of the organ and the voices
book and with amazing speed! In your haste, how]
singing the Navy hymn fade. The service is over.
ever, you have overlooked one of the fundamental I
Alan's casket p~sses into the narthex and I am overrules. Make certain the captain is on board before,
whelmed with emotions. I try to imagine the pain,
you leave!" The pastor paused- looked at each of us
the loss and the sense of emptiness Alan's family
in the congregation with an assurance born of 65 1\
must now face. Yet I personally know the profound
years experience and said, "This Navy man (referblessing of having known this man who demonstratring to Alan) had his Captain on board!
ed qualities of gentleness, joy, faith and trust in the
eternal realities. He knew God was the source of the
power that enabled him to meet every circumstance,
\ however stressful.
\
I feel a sense of pride in my fellow nurses who
not only proviped the best physical care possible,
The hymn brings me back to the present as
but also supported their patient's passage into death
\
Alan's casket threads a recessional journey down the
by their awareness of his spiritual strengths and
church aisle among family and friends. I think back
needs ..They did not simply stand by and offer palliato the praise for Alan's nurses that had been a recurtive su'pport and care, they participated in a tangible
ring theme in the pastor's message. They had
faith experience.
\
.
demonstrated superior skills and knowledge, but
As the.pastor escorts Alan's family out of the
even more so had demonstrated sensitivity and carsanctuary, t~~ well in my eyes and overflow onto
ing that went far beyond clinical competency As
my cheeks. T~\ wise, gentle man of God who has
2:00 AM, almost 24 hours before Alan died, his
just conducted a\service celebrating life and faith,
has challenged eac'fuof us to live fully until death
nurses approached the pastor and sensing his
fatigue, encouraged him to return home for sleep,
overtakes us. L want ~"myself ninety more years to
saying they would take up the watch, stay with Alan
sit at the pastor's feet and"~rn from him. His faith
and hold his hand to assure him he was not alone.
is tangible and visible; he doe\not simply believe,
i
Carol, working extra on night shift to assist with
he knows. He is my spiritual mentor, my life role
staffing, and Vickie had developed a rapport and
model, my dear and loving Iriend.Tte is my father.

"Thus evermore shall rise to
I Thee Glad hymns of praise
from lan:d and sea."
I

<II

"From'rock and tempest, fire
and foe, Protect them wheresoe' er they go."
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A Decision for Nursing __

------"c--

_

metic surgery, and eye surgery to give back sight
were just a few experiences that come to mind.
Among the moments in my memory bank is
November 22, 1964. I'm scrubbed in on a hip pinning when someone popped their head in the door:
to say President Kennedy had been assassinated. Or /
how about the time my next surgical patient, being
wheeled into the OR, was one of the star players
from the Cincinnati Reds.
A fearful moment was the night following
Martin Luther King's funeral when I was on call for
the OR. We had to lock ourselves in the OR Suite,
equipped with blackout blinds over the windows.
These precautions were to prevent possible invasion
into the OR and sniper fire at our shadows. Four
loaded guns, one mine, lay on a shelf in easy reach.
Rioting and fires were just four blocks away. Going
home that night, I encountered a Cincinnati police
officer with a shotgun and a National Guard with
rifle and fixed bayonet, sitting in an army jeep, a
mounted machine gun on the hood, blocking each
end of my street. I had been issued a special pass to
get through check points during the curfew.
After my marriage, I was out of nursing for several years. My skills were still used caring for my
husband, child, family and friends.
Arriving in Allentown, I found it necessary to
return to the work force and tried a new type of
nursing in a family practice office. This has been very
rewarding. I have learned a lot, met some wonderful
people, and have been truly blessed in doing so.
Where else can one meet people all ages, races, creed
and all walks of life?
There are happy times, sad times, times of frustration and, yes, anger. There are also times so moving I know I am in the right profession for me - in
this profession for a reason.
I pray every day for God's blessing of the
strength, courage and knowledge to carry out my job
of caring for his children, young and old.
I would not have had these experiences if I had not
become a nurse. I have never regretted that decision.
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Continued from page 6

Shaping The History of Nursing
staff lounge to resemble a restaurant. It was
complete with tablecloth, china, flowers and
candles. He had a seven course dinner delivered from the fanciest restaurant in town, complete with a waiter and a violin player. It was
so beautiful and romantic. He proposed to me
that night. I said yes."
"Wow,that sounds so unbelievable." stated Gail.
"It was like a dream." said Florence. "We got
married on March 14th in the hospital chapel.
I knew all about his cancer, but I didn't care
about getting hurt. I only thought about him,
and how he didn't want to die alone. I
thought about how sad he was that he didn't
take the time to find someone to share his life
with, especially faced with the possibility that
his life could be ending soon."
"Sometimes, Gail, you just have to take the
chance that you're given. Think about it. You
could meet your Mr. Right tonight in the
supermarket. You date for a month, you fall
in love, you get married. He could die in a
car accident one week later. You took the
chance for love. Just because someone is sick
and possibly dying soon, doesn't mean you

shouldn't take the chance to love them."
"I never thought about it like that." said
Gail. "How long were you married before
he died?"
"He didn't die. He has been in remission
for 3 years."
"Wow, that's great! I'm sorry, I assumed he
had died. I can't wait to meet him, he
sounds so wonderful. But, can you tell me
one more thing?" asked Gail.
"Whats that?" replied Florence.
"Does he have a brother?" questioned Gail.
From that day on, Gail and Florence were
inseparable. Between the two of them, Florence on
day shift and Gail on evenings, they rejuvenated
the entire Oncology Unit staff. They initiated after
hours activities for the staff to get together and talk,
or just have fun. They posted a "Caring Tree" on a
bulletin board in the staff lounge. The first name
and room number of any patient who didn't have
family, or any support system, was inscribed on a
leaf and hung on the tree. This was to remind the
staff which patients needed a little extra tender loving care. And that's the story of how Florence
Knight and Gail shaped the history of nursing (at
one hospital, anyway).

Continued from page 7

Searching For jQ~Ithe rest of the day and to look for signs of heat stroke.
Maybe she would have been okay without my help,
but what if I had not responded and it was more serious? I doubt that most health care professionals would
want to answer that question and feel guilty that they
hadn't responded.
A recent episode strengthened my sense of purpose 'and identity as a nurse quite unexpectedly I was
leaving after a relatively quiet but satisfying day at
work when I encountered a sick staff member in the
locker room. As usual, I was taking off my lab coat
while opening the door, but instantly dropped it when
I saw another nurse helping someone in the room.
Immediately we sprang into action; she stayed with
our "patient" while I got the accu-check and a
portable blood pressure cuff. Since I still had my
stethoscope, I took her blood pressure and the other
nurse did her blood sugar - both were low. I barely
got the reading out of my mouth, when I looked up
and saw a familiar expression. We quickly moved out
of the way as our "patient" ran to the bathroom. After
she returned, she looked paler but said she felt better.
We sat her down and gave her some crackers and ginger ale. The immediate crisis over, I left her in good

_
hands while I returned the equipment and attempted
to find out where my lab coat had gone in all the
commotion. I was muttering because I could not find
the wayward item anywhere, when one of my friends
said, "See, you are going home and you're still a
nurse. Youjust cannot help it." I nodded with a rueful smile as I walked back to the lounge to see our
"patient" recovering nicely Quickly scanning the
locker room again, I still could not find my coat until
it dawned on me that it was buried under the coats
of other nurses who had come to help. After putting
the lab coat in my locker, I checked on our "patient's"
progress once more before putting on my winter
coat. As I bundled up and walked out, my friends
words stuck in my head. For the first time since I
had graduated from nursing school, I knew that I
had made the right choice. I felt as if I were taking
my first free breath as I walked out into the cold winter air - as if a great weight was lifted off my chest.
Turning the key in the ignition, I turned up the radio
and headed for home, knowing that I had been true
to myself all along. I was just like those other nurses
I admired all those years. For I am a nurse, not in
title alone, but in every sense and it is this simple
revelation that gives me great joy

